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Stimulate youth involvement in inclusion and integration.

Involve youth in volunteering, both local and international.

Raise awareness about issues in our societies about cultural diversity

and discrimination.

Promote non formal and gamified approaches in citizen awareness

activities.

Motivate youth to become the change they want.

Inform youth about mental well-being and the impact of building play.

Empower participants to create impactful play sessions in the local

community to build confidence, belief and optimism for the future.

 Empower participants with ability to understand emotions and

connections.

Empower youth to explore and integrate different innovative and

creative approaches, tools, methods and resources.

Objectives:



The goal of gamification is to motivate people to
change behaviors or develop skills, or to drive
innovation.

Techniques of Gamification:
- Take the long view
- Don't overemphasize rewards
- Level the playing field
- You're all winners

Why games?



Everybody  is sitting on a chair in a circle. Each participant gets a

face mask (to cover their eyes). The facilitator gives them one

object. That object is a part of one bigger - e.g. net, racket,

badminton ball, or domains of Babushka). Participants need to find

a way to communicate and tell the facilitator what they think they

have (all together). They have a right to ask 8 questions (in total),

without a question “What is this?” and 8 attempts to guess. After

they try to pull up together each object, they need to say their

names and the object they believe they have. After the workshop,

we discuss how they were feeling during the task, who took the

lead, which way of communication they’ve chosen, and how did

they feel.
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Suprising, enchanting and evocative game. This game offers travel

to lands of imagination with the wonderful illustrations and could be

transported on a new voyage of discovery. All the participants get to

experience an amazing new journey through imagination and

beyond…

All participants sit around connected tables (like a big circle). We

introduce them to Dixit, explaining that we can use this cards in a

game that has its own rules, but also for expressing feelings,

thoughts, etc. Each participant gets a card and needs to express

certain taught over a given topics or question (feelings over this

experience, Erasmus+ in general, their roomates, etc.). They write

down their answers and exchange them with others (first person on

left or right) so they can comment on them. 
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Participants are divided into

groups. Each group gets lyrics

for popular pop/rock songs.

They need to recreate a music

video duration from 1 to 2 
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minutes. They need to split tasks, and lip-syncing while the

original part of the video is shown on the projector. We use

this tool to engage young people in the promotion of

tolerance, diversity and being together in a common world.



Game Share
Participants are divided in national groups. They need to
come up with a team name and create a game that has
national context and/or connection. Each team has 15
minutes to present their name and play the game with
all other participants.
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A-Z Gamification
Participants were divided into groups of 5. They needed to make a poster that
showed their vision of gamification, written down using all letters that the
English alphabet contains. After, we commented on the real definition of
"gamification" and tried to relate it to what they have written. 
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Erasmus+ is the EU's programme to support education, training, youth,
sport and personal growth in Europe. 

What is Youthpass?
A Youthpass is a certificate to validate youngsters experience and
competences. It can help achieve a job position. 

The 8 competences of Youthpass are:
• Multilingual competence
• Personal, social and learning to learn competence 
• Citizenship competence 
• Entrepreneurship competence 
• Cultural awareness and expression competence
• Digital competence 
• Mathematical competence and competence in science, technology and
engineering (STEM)
• Literacy competence 

What is Erasmus+
programme?





 
 

Guillermo Carrasco Arroba:
''It was an amazing experience, I

learned a lot and it was one of the
trips of my life.''

Pavel Ovidiu: ''This project was totally
worth it. It was hard and challenged
me to push my limits and try to be

better.''
 
 

Andra-Mihaela: ''Dream came true! I
think each and every teenager should

be able to experience such a wonderful
journey and see the real beauty of

meeting new people.'' 
 

 
 

Enzo Pulicari: ''I really loved
all the activities.''

 
 Andra Lefter: ''I love the

experience you created for us!''



Partner
organisations:

European Youth Center Breclav
-Czech Republic-

Oriel
-Italy-

Globers
-Spain- 

Act O'Clock
-Romania- 



IYP is a non-profit, non-governmental organisation established in 2018 in the city of
Rijeka, Croatia. IYP has been founded by four active youth workers coming from
different areas and backgrounds with a common interest for youth and the Erasmus+
programme. Our main aims are promotion of personal development of young people
through educational programs of the European Union, developing non-formal
education, intercultural dialogue and civil society.
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